
      

       

Social Surveying - Spatial Agencies

This proposal began with a group trip as part of a design studio course.  We began with 
group research into the complex social, political, and physical scenario presented by the 
gecekondu settlement.  Spending a week in the neighbourhood, working with Turkish 
students we began recording the “spatial agencies”, places where people meet, work or 
interact.
Through collaboration with Turkish students we gained a thorough understanding of the 
situation, allowing each student to offer a variety of proposals.  This range of suggestions 
benefits the development of ideas, as we questioned one another, and also benefits the 
community as multiple proposals are offered, with varying ambitions and implementation.
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Revitalisation
Urban, Social, Physical, Ecological.

By creating a landscape of gardens which slow the flow of rainwater downhill, 
the “Rosewater” informal settlement is revitalised.  Residents are encouraged to 
use public space and begin to rethink their perception of their urban situation.
The gecekondu, informal settlement, is opened to the city.

This project exhibits prototypes for urban agriculture interventions that will 
enlighten a community in need of public space planning SOS.  This gecekondu 
settlement is under threat from large scale “urban renewal” projects which have 
zoned the neighbourhood for redevelopment.  Fear of engaging with municipality 
planners has isolated the community from Istanbul, the global city it overlooks.  

By reconnecting this community to its surroundings through green connector 
interventions, the unplanned informal settlement revitalises the urban fabric of 
Istanbul.  The gecekondu becomes part of the city it belongs to, and the city 
regains the public spaces it lost through previous lack of planning.

Fruit trees are planted for their multiple benefits;  Low water and maintenance 
requirements, good soil holding ability and provision of shade in gardens. 
Trees and tough shrubs are essential as they can survive the wet season flooding and 
have a root system to prevent soil erosion when terraces fill with water.

Vegetables reduce food expenses for residents, and require land, water and work. 
Crops grown are pictured below.  The organic farmers association can work with urban 
farmers in the gecekondu on selecting vegetable crops that can survive with less water

Urban Agriculture gardens and rooftops Setting out Discovering Istanbul,  Gecekondu and Stormwater Channel

Istanbul annual rainfall data

 Rainwater Revitalisation Techniques -  Active and passive methods are developed, adapted and introduced to the urban landscape 

Dam walls are used to retain water 
inside the channel, which is both collector 
and storage reservoir for this system.

Inhabitants construct and maintain these 
reservoirs alongside their gardens. 
 
The concrete channel is lined with 
impervious plastic sheeting and drip 
irrigation is gravity fed through hoses.
The steep slope means the canalisation 
can function as normal in heavy rain, with 
water cascading downhill through pools
  
These techniques evolve and vary 
depending on availability of materials and 
space.  Some are covered and act as 
bridging points, creating and connecting 
new circulation routes across the city.

Rainwater pooling
Passive landscaping elements are 
developed through training and innovation.  
This development engages the men 
in the community, many of whom are 
unemployed construction workers, or ex-
rural farmers.  

Residents use the technique of cutting 
and filling soil when building their houses.  
Stones are collected from the ground 
during the extraction process, supplying 
the construction material.
Translation of vernacular construction 
methods means a greater likelihood of 
people adapting these methods.

Semi-circular stone bunds

Rainwater pools in earthen bunds

Detail section through terraced wall passive soil 

Vietnamese Paddy fields concept

Fruit and Vegetables are already being grown in residents gardens, but they 
suffer a lack of water during the summer months, and are restricted by their small plots of 
land on which to grow.  
Food is grown to save money and to supplement to nutrition, not as a sustenance need. 
Mainly women engage in cultivation, and a network of information and seed distribution is 
already in place; the “Maltepe district Organic farmers association”.

I propose innovative methods of rainwater catchment and storage, and the possibility to 
use public land to grow food.  This simple proposal allows for widespread expansion.

Passive Rainwater Absorption Landscape
A permeable terraced landscape in which rainwater pools and infiltrates the soil, 
Reduced water flow downhill through the channel reduces impact on the stormwater 
infrastructure and begin to help prevent flooding downhill.  Infiltration of pooled water into 
the soil replenishes ground water springs and revitalises soil condition.

Active Rainwater Harvesting techniques are introduced.  
Low-tech and attainable approaches are introduced, encouraging inhabitants embrace 
the environmental challenge of water scarcity.
Water is stored through the dry summer season when rainfall is reduced to short, heavy 
showers a few times a month. 

Land Ownership and Title deeds are a heated point of debate between 
municipality and residents.  Gecekondu residents have settled on their  land without 
title deeds, creating an ambiguous legal situation regarding rights to ownership of their 
properties.  Many were granted full title deeds through amnesties in the 1980’s, but 
others could not afford to pay the required fee for complete ownership.  
The more consolidated lower area has greater proportion of legalised properties.  Further 
up the hill many people are poorer, more isolated and do not have full title deeds.

Political Opinion across the gecekondu is largely left to extreme left, and political 
resistance to urban renewal plans is very strong.  These views emerged between the 50’s 
and 70’s, when the neighbourhood became an area for leftist movements and declared 
itself a location for dissenters. 

The community treats the neo-liberal development policies of Istanbul with contempt 
and refuse to engage in any discussion with municipality planners.  This has lead to a 
stalemate situation where no communication occurs.  The Gecekondu has become 
isolated from the city, living in fear and paranoia of municipality planners.  Equal distrust 
is felt by the municipality, as exhibited by their lack of provision of services.  Previous 
gardens developed by the community were destroyed by the municipality in fear they 
would evolve as dwelling places.  This atmosphere of distrust between both parties is 
constant in current discussion. 

Stormwater Drainage currently consists of an open concrete channel, 
approximately 1.5 meters wide and deep, but varying according to the topography. The 
canalisation’s function is to move stormwater downhill to the sea in straight line.  Rain falls 
on the cities hard surfaces and flows across the ground into the channel, leaving little 
opportunity for ground water absorption and spring water repletion.

I propose “green connector” linking the existing central park through a series 
of public and private gardens along the channel.  An atmospheric valley is revitalised by 
residents, building a dynamic and organic system of ground levels and water flow,  with 
exciting, changing spaces when it rains.  

The control of rainwater through low bunds, berms and walls creates pools in the 
landscape, revitalising the soil.  The linked public and private spaces thread through the 
community tieing together a fractured urban and social fabric.

The Turkish word Gecekondu 
translates as “overnight house”, and is the 
name given to informal settlements across 
Turkey.  The gecekondu neighbourhood 
of Gülsuyu & Gülensu is located on 
a beautiful south facing hillside in the 
Anatolian, eastern side of Istanbul and 
enjoys spectacular views across the 
Marmara sea towards the Princess 
Islands. This valuable site has been settled 
over the past 50 years by immigrant 
workers moving from Eastern Turkey to 
industrialising Istanbul.

The threat of Urban Renewal 
plans are felt across the Gecekondu 
of Istanbul, communities are in fear 
of eviction and relocation.  The policy 
change in government that once allowed 
immigrants build their homes, now seeks 
to reclaim valuable, well serviced land for 
property development.  The Turkish mass 
housing association, TOKI is the country’s 
largest housing developer, operating both 
in the public and private sector.  The 
relocation of residents through an urban 
renewal plan is not necessarily in the 
same location.  
In the neighbouring community of 
Başıbüyük, residents have been evicted 
and TOKI housing blocks have replaced 
their park.  This fear of physical and social 
community destruction  has destroyed 
inhabitants trust in municipality politicians 
and planners.

Front Gardens are created along the street, and begin to define the urban 
agriculture connector route.  The stone retaining walls are an organising element that 
differentiate private and public land, clearing the ambiguity around property borders.

Roof Gardens make use of available space in this dense neighbourhood and allow 
significant production with the correct knowledge and availability of water.  
The roof itself can function as a rainwater collector.

Water is the key to facilitating development of these urban agriculture endeavours.
Freshwater springs and wells in the neighbourhood are constantly reducing in pressure 
and drying up, putting pressure on municipality water supply systems.
As more people begin growing in their gardens, it is essential that an alternative to spring 
water irrigation is provided.

Mapping Gülsuyu & Gülensu 
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Roof collection, barrel storage 
system can be introduced at low cost.

Residents become aware of annual rainfall 
patterns and how much water is required to 
sustain their gardens without using scarce 
tap water.  

Rainfall data shows that, although water is 
scarce during the summer, there are heavy 
precipitation events which would regularly refill 
storage reservoirs. 

The 6th C Basilica Cistern of Istanbul is an 
historical example of active water collection 
and distribution in the city.  This emotive 
notion of carrying on a historical practice 
engages urban dwellers.

Use of dry stone walling 
construction engages 
unemployed men in the 
community to engage in 
building terraces, moving 
away from the tea houses.

The design process 
begins as a ten student 
proposals tackle the issues 
discovered.  
Multiple proposals for the 
same  situation can learn 
from one another

A proposal for urban 
agriculture emerges from 
observation of the current 
urban gardening.

Students are less 
threatening than 
professionals and we find 
residents are more willing 
to talk with younger people

Social Agencies across 
the neighbourhood are 
surveyed mapped.  

A clearer understanding of 
the context emerges 

Rumour and hearsay are 
part of the mistrust and 
paranoia experienced by 
the community 
We must openly explain 
our presence in these 
peoples community

Collaboration with Turkish 
students allows a break 
through the language 
barrier.  The cultural and 
social background to the 
gecekondu and the city 
becomes clear through 
working with them.

Municipality participation is the next vital stage of the realisation process.  To 
expand beyond private gardens, into vacant public lots requires coordination with local 
politicians and policy makers.  Previous attempts to appropriate vacant land for growing 
food were demolished by municipality authorities, due to lack of communication and the 
municipalities fear of further residential expansion.  A participatory process begins to open 
the severed lines of communication between municipality and residents.

I propose that the municipality begin the discussion by offering a piece of infrastructure 
to residents, a canopy structure covering the existing marketplace in the centre of the 
neighbourhood.  This central location is a busy area with the only neighbourhood park, 
where busses stop, shops are open, populated by tea houses and residential buildings.  It 
is also the most uphill section of the stormwater drainage channel, the beginning, or end, 
of the “urban agriculture connector proposal”. 

Landscaping Elements

Pathways act as rain water distributors when it is wet, and circulation through the 
site when dry. 

Steps connecting terraces act as and emergency flood prevention, moving water 
downhill to the canalisation if needed.   

Stonewalls supporting the terrace temporarially hold rainwater, support vegitation 
growth and provide seating with a panoramic view across the Marmara sea.  

Gardens are a meeting 
place for women in the 
community, the social 
spaces created foster a 
collective desire for growth. 

Information and 
training regarding 
climate and suitable 
plants is provided 
by the local organic 
farmers association 
who also run an 
organic market.

Back Gardens which have access to the stormwater canalisation can develop the 
possibility of innovative active rainwater harvesting and storage along the canalisation.

Proposed terraces hold rainwater Soil is revitalised, improving growth

Urban agriculture NGO’s can 
also play a role in supply of 
information and collaboration 
between residents and 
municipality.

Our group documents 
and presents intervention 
proposals from around the 
world to the gecekondu 
community.

Understanding the political, 
social and environmental 
context so as to provide an 
informed proposal, requires 
intensive research work in 
the community

Turkish and Stuttgart students collaborate for discussions with residents The terraced landscape is transformed by torrential rain, water pools on the terraces.

A Process for achievable proposals... A Student group immersed in the Gecekondu Urban Agriculture, a sustainable growth processProposals invented and tested

Market Canopies: Dual use canopies provide shade from the sun, or collect rainwater when its wet

Market Canopy - The First Public intervention

Rosewater Revitalisation     A community under threat f rom an “urban renewal plan” are empowered through urban agr iculture intervent ions along exist ing stormwater drainage infrastructure



       

The concepts implemented can be applied across the 
urban terrain of Istanbul 

Communal agriculture developments transform the city, occupying vacant spaces and 
reducing the speed of encroaching large scale, sprawling development.  
 

Neighbouring residential areas can 
be re-connected to the gecekondu 
through allotment garden use.

Vacant land is available

Early terraced garden construction 
can be resident led, making use of 
existing earth excavation and stone 
walling techniques seen here

Dwellers with gardens already cultivate 
fruit and veg, but have difficulty 
watering during the dry summer

Realisation of a Participatory Process Connection and Expansion Embracing the city

Periphery land developed by Mass Housing Association Informal settlement of Gulsuyu & Gulensu, a strong immigrant community network built on high value land Post industrialisation densified neighbourhoods   Seafront high value residential areas

To develop an achievable proposal, buy-in from both 
community and municipality is essential.

For this reason, I returned to Istanbul to present my proposal to the community leaders 
we had met on our initial trip.  I also presented to Maltepe Municipality politicians.  These 
meetings and discussions are the first step in the realisation of this participatory process.  
The current hostile situation can begin to be redressed by discussion surrounding my 
proposal.  Both groups were willing to discuss the project with me and were refreshed 
by its alternative viewpoint.  Current discussion focuses on the disagreement between 
municipality and residents, but this project takes an apolitical view of the situation. 
This proposal suggests bottom-up development, a way in which urban life can be 
improved; socially, physically and ecologically, benefiting the inhabitants, the municipality 
and the city. 

Implementation begins with small communal gardens on private land; this is 
already occurring.  The flexible rainwater revitalisation techniques I have proposed can be 
adapted to these pilot communal gardens.

Municipality participation must begin now, to encourage greater 
numbers of people begin to engage in urban agriculture, and to develop the rosewater 
connector projects.  Publication of this proposal and documentation of residents efforts 
in urban agriculture can pressurise municipality to engage in the discussion with the 
community.

İstanbulites’ perception 
of the gecekondu neighbourhood and inhabitants is reconsidered, as beautiful public 
urban spaces are created and shared with the city.  The stigma attached to these isolated 
poorer areas of the city is dissipated as the residents are connected to the larger city.

By tackling ecological issues which affect the entire city, the gecekondu residents make 
positive moves which initiate the change in public perception of the informal settlement.   
The entire urban society of Istanbul can learn from and adapt these ecological principles.

Expanding Allotment Gardens 
As residents develop urban agriculture and rainwater harvesting techniques, the attraction 
to urban agriculture increases because of its economic viability.  Participants in the 
allotment garden occupancy agreements have formed a strong social network, and 
the demand for further vacant plot occupation increases. The support framework for 
developing further allotment gardens is now present.  

Connected allotment gardens can be developed along the larger stormwater channel to 
the east of the neighbourhood.  This edge condition is a large tract of vacant land which is 
potentially zoned for speculative development by TOKI housing authority.

The gardens are occupied by residents of the gecekondu and the bordering formal 
neighbourhoods to the east.  The social mix which emerges in these gardens further 
integrates the gecekondu with the city

Occupying vacant surrounding land combats the threat of speculative development, as 
the allotment gardens have a useful urban function.  Land zoning policies citywide can 
begin to incorporate urban agriculture as a realistic and positive land use.

Proposal for a Green Connector         Spaces along the stormwater channel provide an alternative public land use for residents.

 

Public space along channel

Green space

Private residential land use

Unbuilt space along channel

Unused land plots

Public cross connections

Proposed stormwater flowExisting stormwater flow

Market Gardens: Shared public space, the beginning of residents occupying vacant plots

Community Gardens: An atmospheric 
garden which reveals itself within the dense 

residential fabric of the neighbourhood

Productive Park; A communal allotment garden on a large vacant plot downhill

Market Canopy and Gardens

Residents negotiate with municipality for permission to 
use the steep vacant plot downhill from the canopy.  The 
municipality should issue a TOP “Temporary Occupation 
Permit”, as it develops the procedure for further occupation 
of vacant plots along the canalisation.
Municipality use of TOP’s for urban agriculture has been 
promoted by UN habitat studies for sustainable cities.

Community Gardens
The “community gardens” are a public place situated across 
three empty plots which straddle the stormwater channel.  
These gardens are cultivated by apartment dwellers and 
residents with a desire to expand beyond their private space.
 
Earlier TOP’s occupancy agreements with the municipality 
can be replicated.  Urban farmers can negotiate with 
landowners for permission to occupy vacant private gardens. 

This steep site, along the stormwater channel, allows the 
development of passive and active rainwater collection, 
storage and distribution techniques.

Productive Park
Downhill, closer to the gecekondu’s commercial centre and 
the motorway, a larger plot can be occupied.  Adjacent 
to the religious Cemhouse and cemetery, this communal 
allotment gardens proposal begins to open the green 
connector to the rest of the neighbourhood and city.  It is 
somewhere to stop before the adventure uphill, or a place to 
sit and enjoy the view before getting the bus.
The park provides allotment gardens, available to residents 
without private space, alongside enclosed private gardens.  
The gardens become a social mixer.

A residents urban agriculture 
association may emerge as 
a platform for municipality 
discussion regarding TOPs
(Temporary Occupancy Permits)

Seeds, bulbs and cuttings 
are exchanged between 
urban farmers , building a 
social network outside of the 
gecekondu and across the 
entire city.

Possibil ity for an expanded urban agriculture network along both stormwater channels

The beginning of an 
improved participatory 
planning process
and widespread application 
of rainwater harvesting for 
Urban agriculture

Urban Dwellers begin to 
question their current use of 
private land and public space, 
a transformation of density 
occurs, with vacant plots of 
land being occupied citywide

By producing a realisable 
proposal which takes an 
alternative approach to urban 
space, the dialogue can be 
recovered.  An ecological solution 
deals with multiple issues

I make a return trip to 
share an initial proposal, 
discussion and further 
development with 
involved parties begins

Reaction from residents 
and municipality are 
incorporated to increase 
the possibility of 
realisation

View downhill across vacant school site to the Marmara Sea and Princess Islands

Communal spring 
water is available, 
but levels are quickly 
decreasing

Integrating rainwater 
revitalisation techniques 
transforms the cities 
potential for urban 
agriculture, production 
increases dramatically as 
does interest in UA

The current state of 
extreme tension between 
residents and municipality 
can begin to be redressed 
through a nonpolitical, 
public land use

Potential gardens at the 
school are developed 
which educate children in 
sustainable UA techniques.

Gülsuyu & Gülensu, Istanbul      

Proposal to the Inhabitants and Municipality Rainwater reuse - Initiates discussion  Reaction and Action, realisation of a process Citywide Benefits

Stormwater channels marked in blue.  As stormwater flows downhill to the Marmara sea it does not stop for boundaries of neighbourhood or municipality, motorway or railway

Revitalised public spaces are 
connected through a landscape of 
rainwater reuse

Rosewater Revitalisation     A community under threat f rom an “urban renewal plan” are empowered through urban agr iculture intervent ions along exist ing stormwater drainage infrastructure

Section through Market Canopies
 These multifunctional canopies provide shade during hot summer months and collects rainwater when it’s wet.  A passive rainwater storage reservoir fills when it rains, and slowly disperses 
the water across the land, revitalising the soil condition.  As this reservoir empties it provides an informal meeting space in the centre of the community, secluded from the overlooking police 
and municipality building, framing views downhill across the market gardens, towards the sea.  
The canopy exhibits rainwater collection and redistribution possibilities to the community, encouraging smaller scale use of similar techniques on private roofs and gardens.

The Basilica Cistern 
6thC as a historical 
precedent stimulates 
local interest

As land use for 
urban agriculture 
expands it may move 
beyond sustenance 
and offer possibilities 
for mobile or market 
vending 

market gardens

edge space is occupied a second larger canal for expansion

vacant plots adjacent to the municipality cultural centre can be used

As the gecekondu is opened to the city, pubic spaces are created which share this panoramic view with neighbouring urban farmers


